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Building on What’s Been Shared
• Original Goal: Looking at Potential
• Individual Actors coming together
– Different Reasons
– Different Goals 
• Topical Approach to the Issues
CC‐BY 2.0 / Esparta Palma / http://www.flickr.com/photos/esparta/755030979/sizes/l/in/photostream/
Respecting the Data
CC‐BY 3.0 / W. Rebel / http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:BinaryData50.png/
A Starting Point was Key
CC‐BY‐NC‐SA / Robert Kilman / http://www.flickr.com/photos/38565413@N03/5086611825/
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Deciding on a Purpose
CC‐BY‐NC‐ND / Christa Lohman / http://www.flickr.com/photos/9682929@N03/3175512024/
Preservation of Scholarly Record
Deciding on a Purpose
Eliminating Duplication and Creating Space
CC‐BY‐NC‐SA / Spinstah / http://www.flickr.com/photos/thedoubleduchess/493867848/
Digging In
• Conservative Approaches Prevailed
• Iterative Process
• Reacting to specific scenarios 
• Addressing specific issues
CC‐BY‐NC / Francois BOUF / http://www.flickr.com/photos/8134481@N03/1184195910/
A Closer Look at 
Specific Issues
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Delivery
• Existing infrastructure 
made this a non-issue
• Frequent pick-ups
• Did impact what 
collections were 
included
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Publication / Acquisition Date
• Two questions:
– Publication date or acquisition date?
– How far back to go?
• Both easily addressed
CC BY 2.0 / Dafne Cholet / http://www.flickr.com/photos/57113749@N07/5374200948/
Publication / Acquisition Date
• Publication date or acquisition date?
– Used both: Published or Acquired after…
• Acquisition date an important option for 
some libraries
CC BY 2.0 / Dafne Cholet / http://www.flickr.com/photos/57113749@N07/5374200948/
Publication / Acquisition Date
• How far back to go?
– 2005
• More conservative libraries had the 
option of using a later date in weeding.
CC BY 2.0 / Dafne Cholet / http://www.flickr.com/photos/57113749@N07/5374200948/
When Does a Little Equal a Lot?
• Considering Usage
• Three Issues:
– Aggregate Usage vs. 
individual institution
– How many?
– How far back?
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 / Roxanne Cooke / http://www.flickr.com/photos/yakoshka/4658192989/sizes/l/in/photostream/
When Does a Little Equal a Lot?
• Aggregate vs. 
individual institution
• Has a huge impact 
on the yield and 
other decisions 
down the road
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 / Roxanne Cooke / http://www.flickr.com/photos/yakoshka/4658192989/sizes/l/in/photostream/
When Does a Little Equal a Lot?
• Aggregate vs. 
individual institution
• Our move was from 
conservative to 
more aggressive
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 / Roxanne Cooke / http://www.flickr.com/photos/yakoshka/4658192989/sizes/l/in/photostream/
When Does a Little Equal a Lot?
• Aggregate vs. 
individual institution
• As we went through 
the iterative process 
the numbers 
became clear
– Differences were in 
the 100k’s
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 / Roxanne Cooke / http://www.flickr.com/photos/yakoshka/4658192989/sizes/l/in/photostream/
When Does a Little Equal a Lot?
• Question 2: How many 
uses?
– Zero, Three, Six?
• Diminishing Returns
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When Does a Little Equal a Lot?
• Question 2: How many 
uses?
– Zero, Three, Six?
• Diminishing Returns
• Not worth the political 
capital
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 / Roxanne Cooke / http://www.flickr.com/photos/yakoshka/4658192989/sizes/l/in/photostream/
When Does a Little Equal a Lot?
• Question 3: How far 
back do you go with 
usage?
– 2005, 2000, 1995?
• Our Answer: As far 
as possible
• Date was dictated by 
the data
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 / Roxanne Cooke / http://www.flickr.com/photos/yakoshka/4658192989/sizes/l/in/photostream/
Allocation
• How many books does each library 
keep and withdraw
• By this point, our criteria was 
essentially set
• Maximum withdrawals set
– For the group
– For each library
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 / Briana Zimmers / http://www.flickr.com/photos/brianazimmers/6252725997/
Allocation
• Iterative process with libraries 
considering different options & scenarios
– Collection Size
– Total possible withdrawal candidates
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 / Briana Zimmers / http://www.flickr.com/photos/brianazimmers/6252725997/
Allocation:
Complicating Factors
• Differences among libraries’ motivations
– Some libraries had a need to withdraw as many 
books as possible
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 / Eduardo Amorim / http://www.flickr.com/photos/bombeador/3990036885/sizes/l/in/photostream/
Allocation:
Complicating Factors
• Solution: Horse trading
– Libraries offered up some of their own titles to 
schools with greater need
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 / Eduardo Amorim / http://www.flickr.com/photos/bombeador/3990036885/sizes/l/in/photostream/
Allocation:
Complicating Factors
Taking into account circulation
• Will libraries be forced to retain high 
number of zero circ titles?
• Can you take into account circulation and 
maximize withdrawals for schools in need?
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 / Andy Schultz / http://www.flickr.com/photos/aschultz/3341941595/sizes/l/in/photostream/
Allocation:
Complicating Factors
Taking into account circulation
• Two options?
– Predictable Numbers
– Solely rely on circulation—less predictable
• Our approach?
– Blended approach
– Rely on circ numbers as much as possible
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 / Andy Schultz / http://www.flickr.com/photos/aschultz/3341941595/sizes/l/in/photostream/
Where did we End Up?
• Project focused on 
deduplicating widely 
held low-use titles
• Relying on existing 
delivery infrastructure
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 / Joey Rozier / http://www.flickr.com/photos/84518681@N00/89187454/
Where did we End Up?
Criteria
• Books with 3 or more 
holdings
• Published or added 
prior to 2005
• 3 or few circulations at 
a library since 1999
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 / Joey Rozier / http://www.flickr.com/photos/84518681@N00/89187454/
Where did we End Up?
Allocation
• Designed to assist 
libraries with space 
issues
• Took into account past 
circulation at local 
libraries
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 / Joey Rozier / http://www.flickr.com/photos/84518681@N00/89187454/
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Allocation
• Designed to assist 
libraries with space 
issues
• Took into account past 
circulation at local 
libraries
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Library RetentionCount
Withdrawal 
Count
Central Michigan 204,686 37,438
Eastern Michigan 172,423 67,221
Grand Valley 
State 45,497 49,654
Michigan Tech 24,899 48,655
Saginaw Valley 
State 30,094 53,724
Wayne State 86,633 165,858
Western 
Michigan 172,004 111,607
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